4.9. Birds of Papua
    
          831 bird species have been recorded from the New Guinea
region, including Papua and Papua New Guinea (Beehler et al. 1986; Coates
1985, 1990; Rand and Gilliard 1967; Sibley and Monroe 1990). This represents
approximately 8.6% of the extant global avian alpha diversity (Table 4.9.1) and is
roughly equivalent to the number of species recorded on the continent of Australia. Approximately 657 species are recorded from Papua (Appendix 8.2). This list
is tentative because a full systematic review of the literature, existing collections,
and sight records has not yet been completed.
Although most species are shared with Papua New Guinea, 67 species recorded
from Papua have not been recorded in PNG (Appendix 8.2). Of these 38 are
also unknown from surrounding Indonesia, Australia, or Melanesia and can be
considered endemic to Papua. Of the nonendemic taxa, 285 occur only in PNG
and Melanesia (thus comprising endemics to the New Guinea/Melanesia region),
141 species are fairly widespread globally, 110 are shared with Australia, and the
remaining 83 have distributions overlapping with Australia or the remainder of
Indonesia. Seventy-six species on the list can be classified as migrants, with at least
some of the population moving in and out of Papua, either to Australia or Asia;
21 can be considered vagrants; one species is introduced; and approximately 558
are presumably breeding permanent residents (Appendix 8.2).

A

Table 4.9.1. Distribution of bird species of Papua and neighboring regions
Distribution

N o. of
species

Percent of
av ifauna

W orld

9 ,7 0 2

100*

N ew G uinea R egion

831

8 .6 *

Papua

657

6 .8 *

L and and freshw ater species breeding in Papua

552

5 .7 *

38

5 .8 •

S hared w ith PN G and M elanesia

285

4 3 .4 •

S hared w ith A ustralia

110

1 6 .7 •

83

1 2 .6 •

141

2 1 .5 •

E ndem ic to Papua

S hared w ith eastern Indonesia and A ustralia
W idespread

Note: * indicates percent of the w orld’s av ifauna (bird species), • indicates percent of Papua’s av ifauna.
Source: C lassifi cation follow s S ibley and M onroe (1 9 9 0 ). Distribution data com piled from v arious sources,
including B eehler et al. 1 9 8 6 ; B eehler and F inch 1 9 8 5 ; C oates 1 9 8 5 , 1 9 9 0 ; M ay r 1 9 4 1 ; R and and G illiard 1 9 6 7 ;
S ibley and M onroe 1 9 9 0 .

Marshall, A. J., and Beehler, B. M. (eds.). 2006. T h e E c olog y of Papua. Singapore: Periplus E ditions.
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Several bird families have important radiations in Papua. One of the most notable avian groups is the birds of paradise (Paradisaeidae) with 24 species in Papua,
excluding the Cnemophilines and M ac g re g oria (Cracraft and F einstein 2000).
Birds of paradise have been the focus of more research than any other avian family
in New Guinea because of their unusual mating systems, behaviors, and plumage
(F rith and Beehler 1998). H owever, other families are comparably diverse and
dominant in the New Guinea avifauna, such as honeyeaters (Meliphagidae) and
bowerbirds (Ptilonorhynchidae). Twelve species of berrypeckers are placed in two
families, Melanocharitidae and Paramythiidae (Sibley and Monroe 1990). These
are the only widely recogniz ed bird families endemic to New Guinea. No berrypeckers have been studied in the field, so our knowledge of this unique radiation
is limited to what can be gleaned from museum data and a few published observations. Twenty-three species of kingfisher occur in Papua (four species of Alcedinidae and 19 species of D acelonidae), more than four times the number of kingfisher
species found in North and South America combined. Other notably species-rich
families include Columbidae (42 species of about 300 species worldwide), Meliphagidae (55 species of about 178 species worldwide), Megapodiidae (9 of the
world’s 19 species), Acanthiz idae (20 of the world’s 65 species), and Psittacidae
(46 species of about 340 worldwide).

History of Ornithological Exploration
Since humans first arrived in Papua, they have studied and used birds. The first
humans arrived in New Guinea sometime between 26,000 and 50,000 years ago
(Bulmer 1982). Traditional societies of New Guinea have used birds for food,
clothing, decoration, rituals, clan totems, and as wealth to be traded both within
New Guinea and to outside countries (Bulmer 1982; Majnep and Bulmer 1977).
Over thousands of years, native New Guineans have accumulated great stores of
taxonomic (D iamond 1966) and natural history information about birds (e.g.,
F eld 1990; K ocher-Schmid 1991, 1993; Majnep and Bulmer 1977). W hile most of
this anthropological information remains unrecorded, some groups of anthropologists and ethnographers (especially Bulmer, D iamond, and others) have gone to
great lengths to record and preserve this information. Much work remains to be
done in this field.
Birds have been important for New Guinea’s trade and exploration for millennia. Birds and bird of paradise plumes were traded with Asia as long as 5,000 years
ago (F rith 1971; Swadling 1995), and birds, as well as other aspects of New Guinea’s unique biota, attracted E uropean naturalists such as Alfred Russel W allace to
spend months or years exploring mainland New Guinea.
The birds of New Guinea and the ornithologists who studied them have played
pivotal roles in broader arenas of science, exploration, and modern biological
thought. A. R. W allace’s treatise on the Malay Archipelago (W allace 1869) has
become important reading for any student of biogeography. H is time in Papua
helped him to postulate independently that natural selection is the process that
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explains much of evolution (a proposal that greatly affected the entire world when
Charles D arwin published T h e O rig in of S pe c ie s.) And New Guinea’s birds motivated many of the early expeditions into the rugged interior of Papua (e.g., OgilvieGrant 1915). New Guinea’s birds also affected E rnst Mayr, who later formulated
ideas about evolution and speciation that form the foundation of modern evolutionary biology.
The history of academic ornithological studies date back to the early and mid1800s when a number of seaboard naturalists surveyed natural resources on Pacific
islands (e.g., L esson on the C oq uille , Q uoy and Gaimard on the A strolab e , and
other ships including the T riton , Basilisk , and R attle sn ak e ). These early collectors
were followed by explorer-naturalists who probed deeper into the hostile terrain
of New Guinea in the mid- and late 1800s. Odoardo Beccari explored the Arfak
Mountains of the V ogelkop region; W allace explored the Raja Ampat Islands of
western Papua and the Aru Islands; L uigi D ’Albertis sailed up the F ly River on
three different expeditions; Carl H unstein explored the Sepik; W illiam Macgregor
penetrated the mountains of southeast Papua New Guinea, and numerous government patrols explored D utch New Guinea.
The first significant synthesis of Papuan birds was Count Tommaso Salvadori’s
O rn itolog ia de lla Papuasia e de lle M oluc c h e that appeared in 1880– 1882 in three
volumes. F ollowing Salvadori, ornithological exploration fl owered, and several
private collectors funded expeditions to document avian species and collect bird
specimens. These include L ord W alter Rothschild of E ngland who sponsored collectors and volumes of ornithological studies based upon the collections. Much of
this work was published in Rothschild’s own journal, N ov itate s Z oolog ic ae , by
E rnst H artert, E rwin Stresemann, W illiam Ogilvie-Grant, E rnst Mayr, and others
in the late 1890s through the early 1900s. The work of professional, independent
collectors (e.g., A. S. Meek, A. E . Pratt and sons, Andrew Goldie, and others) came
to be overshadowed by the large expeditions, such as the D utch expedition led by
H endrik A. L orentz in 1909, the British Ornithologists’ U nion expedition led by
Goodfellow in 1909– 1910, and a second BOU expedition led by W ollaston in 1912
(Ogilvie-Grant 1915; W ollaston 1912). After a lull in exploration during W orld
W ar I (1914– 1918), ornithological work resumed in the 1920s, notably by E rnst
Mayr, the Pratts, Shaw Mayer, and Stein.
Building on the growing museum collections, a major jump forward began with
Richard Archbold’s three New Guinea E xpeditions between 1933 and 1939. These
expeditions brought intensive, multi-taxa collections out of key areas across the
island of New Guinea, using amphibious aircraft for support. Perhaps most notable was the Archbold Snow Mountains E xpedition of 1938– 1939, which procured
nearly 4,000 specimens of birds from Papua. Other similar museum expeditions
included the D ennison-Crockett and W hitney South Seas expeditions that collected widely across the region. The Archbold E xpeditions continued with a brief
respite during the Second W orld W ar, ending with the seventh in 1964. Biological
study matured in New Guinea during the mid-20th century, with numerous publications in the American Museum of Natural H istory’s Bulle tin and N ov itate s. A
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journal N ov ae G uin e a appeared and carried many important scientific papers
about the region, including on ornithology.
After the D utch departed Papua, ornithological exploration diminished. In the
second half of the 20th century most work has been done on short visits by a small
number of individuals and survey teams (e.g., Beehler et al. 1995; D iamond 1982b,
1987; Mack and Alonso 2000; Mees 1980, 1982).
The need for continued exploration in Papua is greater than ever. Because of its
rugged terrain and poor infrastructure, many parts are still relatively unexplored
and others have not been visited by ornithologists in more than half a century.
Given the growing threats to Papua’s forests from mining, logging, and human
expansion (Chapter 7.1), it is important that exploration improve (see Supriatna
1999) and that basic surveys be conducted and specimens collected. Moreover,
virtually no long-term studies of Papua’s birds have been undertaken. Our knowledge of the ecology and behavior of Papuan birds is almost entirely derived from
field studies in neighboring Papua New Guinea, which has more active and developed research programs.
H istorical collections are very important for understanding the ornithology of
Papua, and the work of these earlier ornithologists has left a legacy of avian taxonomy and systematics that far exceeds that of any other vertebrate or invertebrate
group.

B ioge ography of N e w G u ine a B ird s
Biogeography is a science that focuses primarily on understanding and explaining
the geographical distribution of organisms. E specially in places as geologically
complex as Papua, biogeographical distributions may help explain the origin of
bird families, understand the processes of evolution and speciation, and it may
help with practical problems such as identifying priority areas for nature conservation. F or Papua, we will split the biogeography section into two major sections:
the first involves understanding the composition of Papuan bird fauna and its
origin in the South Pacific, and the second involves understanding the distribution
and ranges of bird species within the island of New Guinea.

         
U nderstanding the Papuan avifauna and its origin has been informed by several
recent developments. W ith recent advancements in geology such as plate tectonics,
island-arc dynamics, and sophisticated GIS and dating techniques, we now understand that New Guinea is a composite landmass consisting of the northern margin
of the Australian continental plate and at least 32 distinct tectonostratigraphic
terranes (Chapter 2.1; D avies et al. 1996; Pigram and D avies 1987; Polhemus
1996). At the risk of repeating concepts treated in greater detail elsewhere in this
volume, we shall summariz e some geological events and their effects on the current Papuan avifauna.
The Australian continent broke away from Antarctica roughly 50 million years
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ago (mya) and has been drifting northward to its present position. Because New
Guinea is located at the northern fringe of the Australian continent, the avifauna
of Papua is inextricably tied to that of Australia. Thus, Australia and New Guinea’s
combined avifauna has been relatively isolated from other continents for the last
50 million years or more. Approximately 92% of New Guinea’s bird families are
shared with Australia (numbers cited are based on Beehler et al. 1986 and Pratt
1982, with modifications from more recent molecular phylogenetics findings).
Prior to the Miocene, much of what is now New Guinea may have been underwater or have formed island archipelagos (D ow 1977; D ow and Sukamto 1984);
geologists disagree about how much land was present and how continuous it was
with other nearby islands and the continent. Regardless of the details, the Australian continent was certainly the primary source of the present avifauna at least of
southern Papua, which is part of the Australian plate.
The northern basins of Papua, the V ogelkop peninsula, and the far eastern portion of Papua New Guinea are composed of terranes (tectonic plates) that originated or wandered elsewhere before colliding with New Guinea over the last 25
million years (Pigram and D avies 1987; Pigram and Symonds 1991). Tremendous
advances in theory and empirical measurement (through GIS, magnetic positioning, and radio-isotope dating) have allowed geologists to reconstruct the historical
movements of many of these terranes (H all 2001, 2002). It now appears that many
of these terranes originated or traveled far out in the Pacific Ocean, and may have
had very distinct avifaunas. If a bird family originated in New Guinea or on an
oceanic plate, then one would expect that it would have a center of distribution in
New Guinea and would be poorly represented elsewhere. Several endemic or nearendemic families show a distribution that suggests that they evolved primarily in
New Guinea or Pacific Islands rather than primarily on the Australian mainland.
These families include owlet-nightjars (Aegothelidae), birds of paradise (Paradisaeidae), cnemophilines (Cnemophilinae), and berrypeckers (Melanocharitidae
and Paramythiidae).
An alternative hypothesis would explain the same observed distribution. Because these families are rainforest-adapted birds, they may have evolved in Australian humid tropical forests that were absent or uncommon in other parts of the
continent. As the Australian climate became hotter and more arid, forest bird
species would have retreated north and east, where rainforest remnants still occur.
Because rainforest is now rare in Australia, many of these bird families would now
have species or family distributions that are centered on New Guinea.
F inally, although Papua is currently located at the eastern end of the Malay
Archipelago, Papuan avifauna only weakly refl ects its proximity to other Indonesian provinces and to Asian avifauna. Several Asian or Indonesian bird families
are noticeably absent from Papua, including woodpeckers (Picidae), babblers (Timaliidae), broadbills (E urylaimidae), bulbuls (Pycnonotidae), and several other
smaller groups. L ikewise, many Papuan or Australian groups do not extend into
Asia or Borneo, including the birds of paradise (Paradisaeidae), bowerbirds (Ptilonorhynchidae), cassowaries (Casuariidae), owlet-nightjars (Aegothelidae), honey-
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eaters (Meliphagidae), jewel-babblers (Cinclosomatidae), and others. F urthermore,
many of the Asian avian families that do appear in Papua are only sparsely represented, such as thrushes (Turdidae), shrikes (L aniidae), and hornbills (Bucerotidae). Similarly, many primarily Australian lineages are poorly represented in
Borneo or Southeast Asia. Alfred Russel W allace was the first naturalist to understand and appreciate that New Guinea’s avifauna was more allied with that of
Australia than with that of most other Indonesian provinces. H e identified a line,
now known as W allace’s L ine, which demarcates the boundary between primarily
Asian fauna and the primarily Australian fauna. The line falls just east of Java and
Borneo, and west of the Moluccas, and the line is known to coincide with stretches
of deep water ocean that have persisted for millions of years (W allace 1869, 1876).
These oceanic stretches have hindered dispersal of mammals and birds, and thus
the two avifaunas (Asian and Australasian) have only weakly mixed.

          
The island of New Guinea is rugged, so populations of bird species can be isolated
by a number of geographic barriers. F or montane species, mountaintops may be
separated by deep valleys or uninhabitable expanses of lowland forest. L owland
populations may be separated by wide rivers, high mountain ranges, or even inland ocean bays. Consequently, populations are often broken into multiple avian
subspecies or even separate species, and many species have broken ‘‘checkerboard’’
distributions, separated by regions where the species is absent. The following sections describe biogeographic regions that are important for understanding bird
distributions.

Montane Regions
Many bird species are limited to high montane regions, and several mountain
ranges have endemic species or subspecies. Mountains have long been considered
by biologists to be ‘‘islands in the sky’’ separated from other mountains by ‘‘seas’’
of unsuitable lowland habitat. Thus when a bird population on one mountain can
be morphologically distinguished from bird populations on other mountains, the
populations are often described as distinct species. If variation is weak or poorly
understood, then the populations are usually at least given the designation of
subspecies.
In Papua montane habitats are found in several regions: the Raja Ampat Island
highlands (Batanta, Salawati, and W aigeo islands), the V ogelkop Mountains (Tamrau and Arfak), the Bomberai highlands (F akfak and K umawa mountains), the
W andammen Range, the V an Rees Mountains, the F oja Mountains, the Cyclops
Mountains, the mountains of Y apen Island, and the mountains of the Central
Range (D iamond 1985).
Although the Papuan land west of Cenderawasih Bay is mostly composed of
Gondwanan continental terranes, these plates probably did not arrive in their
present position until about 10 mya (Pigram and D avies 1987; Pigram and Symonds
1991). These terranes likely each had a different history, and are home to several
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endemic birds. Nine upland species are endemic to these highlands west of Cenderawasih, including W hite-striped F orest Rail (R allin a le uc ospila), V ogelkop
Scrubwren (S e ric orn is rufe sc e n s), V ogelkop W histler (Pac h y c e ph ala m e y e ri), V ogelkop Melidectes (M e lide c te s le uc oste ph e s), Arfak H oneyeater (M e lipote s g y m n ops),
Grey-banded Mannikin (L on c h ura v an a), V ogelkop Bowerbird (A m b ly orn is in orn atus), W estern Parotia (Parotia se fi lata), and Arfak Astrapia (A strapia n ig ra)
(Stattersfield et al. 1998). E leven additional species have ranges that extend into
other mountain ranges, but many of these have distinct subspecies in the western
Papuan highlands.
The F oja and Cyclops mountains, and the North Coastal ranges (Bewani, Torricelli, and Prince Alexander ranges) form a biogeographically distinct region called
the north Papuan mountains (Stattersfield et al. 1998). These are relatively low
mountains, but they are separated from the Central Ranges and other mountains
by vast stretches of lowland forest in the Sepik and Mamberamo river basins.
There are three bird species that are endemic to the north Papuan mountains,
including Mayr’s F orest Rail (R allin a m ay ri), Mayr’s H oneyeater (Ptiloprora
m ay ri), and the Golden-fronted Bowerbird (A m b ly orn is fl av ifron s). There are an
additional three restricted-range species that occur here and west Papuan highlands and parts of the Central Ranges (see Stattersfield et al. 1998).
The Adelbert Mountains and the H uon ranges (F inisterre, Saruwaged, Rawlinson mountains) are primarily oceanic terranes. Although these mountains can be
very high (up to 4,100 m in the F inisterre), they are relatively young. The H uon
terranes joined New Guinea as early as 10 mya or more (Pigram and D avies 1987;
Pigram and Symonds 1991), but the mountains only began forming as recently as
3 mya or later (Abbott et al. 1997). There are only about six endemic bird species
found on these mountains, including H uon Melidectes (M e lide c te s foe rste ri), Spangled H oneyeater (M e lipote s ate r), F ire-maned Bowerbird (S e ric ulus b ak e ri), W ahnes’
Parotia (Parotia w ah n e si), H uon Astrapia (A strapia roth sc h ildi), and the E mperor
Bird of Paradise (Paradisae a g uilie lm i). Another five restricted-range species have
ranges that extend into the Central Ranges.
The Central Cordillera extends from just south of Cenderawasih Bay east to
Milne Bay in Papua New Guinea, and include the Snow (Maoke, Jayawijaya)
Mountains, Star Mountains, Central H ighlands, E astern H ighlands, and Southeast
H ighlands. There are 39 bird species endemic to the Central Cordillera. These
include several species that occur only in high alpine grassland areas above ca
3,000 m elevation— a habitat that is absent from nearby islands outside New
Guinea. These endemics include the Snow Mountain Q uail (A n uroph asis m on orth on y x ), Alpine Pipit (A n th us g utturalis), the Snow Mountain Robin (Pe troic a
arc h b oldi), the Snow Mountain Mannikin (L on c h ura m on tan a), and the Alpine
Mannikin (L on c h ura m on tic ola).

L owland Regions
Several distinct lowland regions also have isolated endemics and restricted-range
species. These are often broken into only four major lowland areas: the Bintuni
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lowlands, the north Papuan lowlands (comprising the Mamberamo and SepikRamu basins), the south Papuan basin, and the Trans-F ly lowlands. The first three
are ecologically similar but are separated by high mountains or large bays, and the
Trans-F ly is ecologically separated from the adjacent south Papuan lowlands by its
reduced and more strongly seasonal rainfall.
The Bintuni basin includes the islands of Misool and Salawati as well as the vast
lowlands of the V ogelkop and Bomberai Peninsula. These support four endemic
bird species, including the Red-billed Brush Turkey (T ale g alla c uv ie ri), the W estern
Crowned Pigeon (G oura c ristata), the Black L ory (C h alc opsitta atra), and the
Olive-crowned F lowerpecker (D ic ae um pe c torale ). The Central Cordillera clearly
restricts avian dispersal between the northern and southern watersheds of New
Guinea, acting as a formidable barrier to bird movement. Thus the mountains
define the northern and southern lowland basins. The north Papuan lowlands
include the large Mamberamo River drainage, the Sepik River drainage, and the
Ramu River drainage. There are only five species endemic to the north Papuan
lowlands: the Brown L ory (C h alc opsitta duiv e n b ode i), E dward’s F ig-parrot (Psittac ulirostris e dw ardsii), Salvadori’s F ig-parrot (Psittac ulirostris salv adorii), Brass’s
F riarbird (Ph ile m on b rassi), and the Pale-billed Sicklebill (E pim ac h us b ruijn ii).
The southern lowlands are divided by ecological region into the south Papuan
basin that is primarily rainforest, and the Trans-F ly that has a strongly seasonal
climate with savannah and monsoon forest. Together, these two regions have only
six endemic species. Species endemic to the south Papuan basin include the Striated L orikeet (C h arm osy n a m ultistriata), the W hite-bellied Pitohui (Pitoh ui in c e rtus), and the Greater Bird of Paradise (Paradisae a apoda); the species endemic to
Trans-F ly include the F ly River Grassbird (M e g alurus alb olim b atus), the Greycrowned Mannikin (L on c h ura n e v e rm an n i), and the Black Mannikin (L on c h ura
sty g ia). W e believe, however, that the real diversity of lowland taxa may be underappreciated by this species-level analyses.
Many lowland species show a surprising level of intraspecific morphological
variation, and some lowland species have as many as 20 or more described subspecies. F or example, the V ariable Pitohui (Pitoh ui k irh oc e ph alus) is tremendously
variable in coloration and siz e, and has 20 described subspecies in New Guinea
and the nearby continental islands; the L ittle Shrike-thrush (C olluric in c la m e g arh y n c h a) has up to 23 subspecies by some accounts, although the morphological
variation is less pronounced (Rand and Gilliard 1967). W e believe that this large
number of subspecies may be due, in part, to biases of taxonomists working in
Papua, because despite significant morphological variation among lowland populations, the populations have traditionally been lumped into single species rather
than being split into multiple species. This has been done for two reasons. F irst, it
is assumed that lowland populations are not isolated from other nearby lowland
forests. L owland forests form a continuous ring around the island, and even the
most isolated valleys have corridors of lowlands connecting them to larger adjacent populations. Therefore, it was assumed that there was substantial interbreeding among the different subspecies or that their records were just points along a
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continuous species cline. Second, at the time when many large taxonomic revisions were done, sampling was relatively sparse. Thus it was assumed that as more
samples were made, more intergrading populations would be found in the forest
corridors between the major basins. Splitting such taxa is common for isolated
montane species, but has not been done in lowland taxa in part because there is a
presumption that there must be some gene fl ow, and that intergrading populations would be found if there were greater sampling.
W e surveyed the putative ranges of 120 subspecies from 28 avian polytypic
species (based on Rand and Gilliard 1967), and plotted the ranges of the subspecies on a map of New Guinea (see F igure 4.9.1). Many subspecific boundaries
appeared to coincide. F or example, nearly 30 subspecies’ ranges bordered on the
H uon mountains, suggesting that H uon Peninsula is an important vicariance barrier (a barrier that prevents gene fl ow), and many more ranges were divided at the
V ogelkop isthmus. Other discontinuities were more surprising: five subspecies’
boundaries coincided with the border mountains in the north Papuan lowlands,
and 15 subspecies’ boundaries coincided with a hypothesiz ed inland bay called the
‘‘Aure trough’’ (Pigram and D avies 1987). Many of these same natural boundaries
were appreciated much earlier (H artert et al. 1936) but have not received a great
deal of comment in recent works.
W e are actively examining genetic differentiation among these lowland basins.
Our preliminary data suggest a significant split between the north and south coasts
in several species, including C olluric in c la m e g arh y n c h a, Pitoh ui k irh oc e ph alus, the
lowland owlet-nightjar, A e g oth e le s b e n n e ttii (D umbacher and F leischer 2001;
D umbacher et al. 2003), and certainly others. The genetic divergence among the
Pitoh ui k irh oc e ph alus groups is quite marked, and probably warrants splitting
them into separate species: a western Papuan Island group, a south coast group,
and a north coast group. Interestingly, members of both the north coast and south
coast groups are present in the Bintuni Basin, suggesting that both of these groups
may have invaded after the Bintuni terranes joined the main island of New
Guinea.
It is easy to imagine the impact of a mountain range that forms and splits a
population in two, or an inland bay that separates coastal populations. But more
complex biogeographic processes may be taking place on the north coast of New
Guinea, as a consequence of the Australian plate moving northward. W e now
believe that many of the northern islands (e.g., New Britain and New Ireland) are
on course to collide with New Guinea in the future. Because birds are good overocean dispersers relative to many other vertebrates, they are capable of moving to
offshore islands or volcanic island arcs as they become closer to the mainland
(D iamond 1973). Once on these islands, birds can evolve independently and potentially become different enough to become new species. L ater, when the island
collides with the mainland, the island species will come into contact with the
mainland species. Some will merge into one gene pool, some may go extinct, and
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F ig u re 4.9.1. M ap of N ew G uinea low lands. A reas ov er 1 ,0 0 0 m elev ation are show n
in gray . B B : B intuni B asin; M B : M eerv lak te B asin; S B : S epik B asin; R B : R am u
B asin; C V B : C ape V ogel B asin; S PP: S outheast Papuan Peninsula; S PB : S outh
Papuan B asin; T F : T rans- F ly low lands. W e surv ey ed the ranges of 1 2 0 subspecies
from 2 8 av ian poly ty pic species, and the num bers on this fi gure correspond to the
num ber of av ian subspecies w hose ranges term inate at this locality . L ow ercase
letters follow ing the num bers denote hy pothesiz ed geologic barriers or dispersal
routes at these localities. at: A ure T rough; m b: M ilne B ay B reak ; hp: H uon
Peninsula; bm : border m ountains; w m : W andam m en M ts; ab: A etna B ay . Dashed
gray line depicts ex tent of the T rans- F ly (tf) low lands. T he v ertical line dow n the
center is the political boundary betw een Papua, Indonesia (to the w est), and Papua
N ew G uinea (to the east).
some may persist as different species for long periods or even spread across the
mainland. W e believe that the processes of island formation, island coloniz ation,
and island accretion can account for some of the rich biodiversity of Papua, especially in the northern basins and northern mountain ranges, such as the H uon,
Adelbert, Torricelli, and others. L ikewise, New Guinea has served as a bird coloniz ation source for thousands of islands throughout the tropical Pacific. D etecting
such histories may be difficult, because for any single case, there will be alternative
historical explanations.
Several species or groups have strong ecological preferences that limit their geographic distribution. One species, the Greater Melampitta, M e lam pitta g ig an te a,
inhabits limestone karst habitat that is limited but widespread. These melampittas
prefer to build nests in cave tunnels at the bottom or sides of limestone sinkholes,
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from which they emerge during the day to forage (D iamond 1983; J. D umbacher,
pers. obs.). Melampitta’s distribution is likely limited somewhat by the availability
of suitable habitat, although it has been recorded in non-karst regions in the Bewani Mountains. Similarly, the finch L on c h ura m on tan a occurs in montane grasslands and is generally restricted to those habitats.
But often in tropical environments, bird species have patchy distributions even
with respect to their preferred habitat, and this is especially true in Papua. The
causes of the patchiness may be due to historical vicariance or barriers to gene
fl ow (H eads 2001a,b,c), ecological exclusion of similar competitive species in different areas (D iamond 1973), or simply to the natural process of local extinctions
and recoloniz ation (D iamond 1973). The significance of patchiness is discussed in
detail in D iamond (1973).

Ecology
Most Papuan bird species live in just one of the main habitat categories (described
in detail in other chapters): marine, mangrove, aquatic, savanna, wet tropical forest (lowland through upper montane), and alpine habitats (Table 4.9.2). Some
species may occur across habitat types, particularly aerial hunters such as swifts
and raptors, but most species have fairly specific habitat requirements. To some
extent, the overall diversity of birds in a region depends on the diversity and extent
of available habitats and the niches contained therein. Many neotropical sites have
greater niche diversity than New Guinea (Pearson 1977; Ridgely et al. 2005).

Table 4.9.2 . Prim ary habitat preferences of Papuan birds
N um ber of
species
Preferred habitat

Percent of
Papuan
species

Pelagic

16

2 .4

A q uatic (incl. low land and m ontane freshw ater)

64

9 .7

C oastal (incl. nearshore, beach, m angrov e,
coastal forest, estuary )

65

9 .9

S av annas

59

9

G rasslands (incl. low land and m ontane grasslands)

47

7 .2

212

3 2 .3

L ow land rainforest
H ill forest

55

8 .4

130

1 9 .8

A lpine

6

0 .9

T ow ns/other

3

0 .5

M ontane forest
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It is well known from studies around the world (e.g., K itayama 1992a,b) that forest
composition and habitat change with elevation, though the proximate causes of
these changes are not always apparent (Ashton 2003). The rugged Central Cordillera running the length of New Guinea creates a fairly complex mix of forest
vegetation types within relatively small areas (H yndman and Menz ies 1990; Johns
1976; Paijmans 1970, 1976). E levation generally affects distribution of birds (L omolino 2001; Patterson et al. 1998; Rahbek 1997; Sanchez -Cordero 2001), and this
is true for New Guinea as well (Beehler 1982; D iamond 1972, 1973). D iamond
(1972) describes in detail how elevation helps partition bird communities along
elevational gradients on Mt K arimui, PNG. H e found that many genera contain
species that segregate by elevation; good examples include the species of Ptilorrh oa,
R h ipidura, S e ric orn is, and C rate rosc e lis. It is logical that closely related congeners
would share similar niches and ecological requirements and thus would compete
(D iamond 1978); the principal of competitive exclusion (H ardin 1960) would lead
them to segregate.

   
The morphology, physiology, and behaviors of birds are strongly infl uenced by
their diets (Brandl et al. 1994; K arasov and L evey 1990; McNab 1988). In New
Guinea, relatively few studies have examined relationships between diet and morphology, behavior, and physiology (McNab 2005; W ooller and Richardson 1988;
W ooller et al. 1990), but these suggest that adaptations for different diets are similar to those found in other birds worldwide.
Although it is difficult to unambiguously break the continuum of avian feeding
preferences into discrete categories, a rough breakdown reveals some general
trends (Table 4.9.3). The species that are strongly insectivorous (listed as insectivores under heading of carnivore in Table 4.9.3) comprise over 42% of the
avifauna of Papua. Those terrestrial species that would be considered typical carnivores, specializ ing on vertebrate prey, comprise just over 7% of the Papuan avifauna. The following sections address the major trophic groups.

Carnivores and Predation
Because of the absence of large mammalian predators in New Guinea, large raptors probably play an unusually important role on the island. There are 40 species
of raptors (including owls) in Papua. Most notably, the New Guinea H arpy E agle
(H arpy opsis n ov ae g uin e ae ) is one of the largest terrestrial predators on the island
of New Guinea; only some varanids and snakes are larger. It occurs from near sea
level to the tree line at 3,200 m, and feeds predominantly on ringtails, cuscus,
and forest wallabies, though it preys on other mammals, megapodes, reptiles, and
juvenile cassowaries as well (Beehler et al. 1992; W atson and Asoyama 2001). The
status of raptors in Papua is not well known, but presumably most are not as
threatened as raptors from the more densely populated parts of Indonesia (van
Balen 1998).
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Table 4.9.3 . T rophic specializ ations of Papuan birds
Prim ary dietary category

N um ber of species

C arniv ores (n4 4 1 0 )
Insectiv ore (and som e other inv ertebrates)
Insectiv ore (and som e v ertebrates)
Insectiv ore (and som e fruit and seeds)
Insectiv ore (and som e nectar)
A q uatic and m arine inv ertebrates
T errestrial v ertebrates (and som e insects)
F ish (and som e inv ertebrates)

214
26
24
10
44
47
45

F rugiv ores (n4 1 2 1 )
F ruits
F ruit and insects (and som e v ertebrates)
F ruit and seeds (and som e insects)

39
54
28

G raniv ores (n4 3 7 )
S eeds
S eeds and insects (and som e fruit)

22
15

H erbiv ores (n4 1 7 )
Plant m atter and insects (incl. aq uatic)

17

N ectariv ores (n4 4 9 )
N ectar
N ectar and fruit
N ectar and insects (and som e fruit)

6
19
24

O m niv ores (n4 1 8 )
U nclassifi able*

8

Note: B ird species of Papua for w hich w e hav e data (see A ppendix 8 .2 ) assigned broad dietary categories.
* C om bines three or m ore of the abov e categories, w ithout an obv ious strong em phasis on one
Source: sum m ariz ed in C oates 1 9 8 5 , 1 9 9 0 ; personal observ ations.

Among the carnivores (Table 4.9.2) we have included the piscivores (fish eaters). Papua has at least 15 species of herons and egrets, most of which eat significant amounts of fish. Other piscivores include grebes, a pelican, a darter,
cormorants, osprey, terns, and some kingfishers. All of these are vulnerable to
transformation of wetlands for agricultural purposes, sedimentation from mining,
or the damming of rivers. Transformation of wetlands to rice production does not
provide good habitat for piscivorous ardeids, though paddies can be suitable for
the introduced Cattle E gret (Richardson and Taylor 2003).
As top predators in the aquatic food chain, piscivorous birds are known to
accumulate certain toxins that humans release into the environment, particularly
organochlorides. D uring the period of unregulated D D T use in the U nited States,
populations of piscivores such as pelicans, Bald E agles, and cormorants plummeted in numbers due to the egg shell thinning caused by toxic accumulations of
organochlorides in the laying females (H ickey and Anderson 1968). U se of these
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pesticides was banned in the U nited States, but they are still used in many parts
of the world. W hen properly applied these pesticides can be a potent weapon in
the fight against malaria and other mosquito-borne diseases. H owever, without
proper application, damage to birds can be unnecessarily high. In some parts of
the world, populations of piscivorous birds are still suffering from the release of
organochlorides to the aquatic environment (Connell et al. 2002, 2003; D e L ucaAbbott et al. 2001). There are few data or tests from Papua, but given the push to
increase industrial agricultural outputs of rice and oil palm, it seems prudent to
voice concern over how pesticides will be applied.

Pelagic and Migrant Species
V ery little is known of the pelagic birds (species that live in the open ocean) that
occur near Papua. The most relevant data come from the seas to the west of
Papua (e.g., Cadee 1985). As far as we know, there are no breeding colonies of
Procellariform species in Papua, but several pelagic terns and boobies are known
to breed in eastern Indonesian waters. Because many of the pelagic species found
in the oceans off Papua are widespread and better known from other parts of the
Indian and Pacific oceans, relatively little attention has been devoted to them, in
favor of attention to the endemic and unique terrestrial avifauna.
Seventy-five species of migratory birds are listed under treaties to protect migratory birds between Australia and Japan (Japan-Australia Migratory Bird Agreement) and Australia and China (China-Australia Migratory Bird Agreement). All
of these migratory species are known to, or could be expected to, also pass through
or stay in Papua for at least some short period. Additionally, there are roughly an
additional 65 species of terrestrial and aquatic species that are known to, or could
be reasonably expected to, move between New Guinea and Australia (D ingle 2004)
(Appendix 8.2). The number of birds moving between Australia and New Guinea
is large enough that conservation of some ‘‘Australian’’ species requires more information about and management in the New Guinea ‘‘wintering’’ grounds (L egge
et al. 2004).

F rugivores and Seed D ispersal
The avifauna of the Papua, and New Guinea in general, has an exceptionally high
number of frugivorous species (Pearson 1977) that play crucial roles as dispersers
of seeds. Some scientists have speculated that in the absence of many potential
mammalian competitors (e.g., primates, squirrels) frugivorous birds have diversified more here than in other tropical regions. Roughly 90% of the woody plants
in the New Guinea rainforests produce fl eshy diaspores that appear to be adapted
for dispersal by birds and Pteropodid fruit bats (Mack and W right 2005). In the
absence of dispersal by birds, many plant species would not be able to sustain their
populations (Mack et al. 1999; Mack and W right 2005). F or a combination of
reasons, many trees from Papuan rainforests have unusually large diaspores (Mack
1993). Thus a relatively small number of bird species— the three cassowaries C .
c asuarius, C . un appe n dic ulatus, and C . b e n n e tti and the hornbill R h y tic e ros plic a-
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tus— are inordinately important for the maintenance of diverse fl oras in Papuan
forests (Mack and W right 2005). If the birds become extirpated, one could expect
a gradual loss of plant diversity. W here these four bird species are heavily hunted
there is the potential for extirpation. F ortunately, at least some of these species
appear to have large ranges and seasonal movements that might reduce the risk of
local extirpation. Some tropical forest trees, particularly in the Myristicaceae and
Meliaceae, have fairly narrow sets of frugivorous birds that can extract seeds from
their capsules, so maintenance of these tree species populations depends on the
conservation of a small number of frugivorous bird species (Beehler and D umbacher 1996).
The frugivorous avifauna includes a large number of pigeons and doves. At
some localities 20 or more species of columbids can be sympatric (Beehler et al.
1995; Bell 1982b; Mack and W right 1996). This presents a classic example of niche
partitioning, with species in closely related taxa (e.g., Ptilin opus spp.) dividing up
the fruit resource based on where they forage and their body siz e (Bell 1983a;
D iamond 1973, 1978; F rith et al. 1976; Pratt 1984; Pratt and Stiles 1983; Terborgh
and D iamond 1970). Since these seminal papers, little research had been conducted with columbids or the issues of niche partitioning by frugivores in New
Guinea. Intensive study in this region of the ecology of pigeons, and especially
their competitive interactions and resource partitioning, would be highly rewarding (Pratt 1984; Pratt and Stiles 1983).
F igs (F ic us spp.: Moraceae) present a special fruit resource for tropical frugivores (Shanahan et al. 2001). In Papua several bird species specializ e in consuming
figs (Beehler 1982, 1989; Beehler and D umbacher 1996), including the V ulturine
Parrot (Mack and W right 1998), the Manucodes (Beehler 1985; F rith and Beehler
1998), and some cuckoo-shrikes. F igs provide a nutritious resource that is often
reliable due to its asynchronous fruiting phenology (Beehler 1985; O’Brien et al.
1998), and the movements of birds tracking figs or other fruit resources can play
an important role in forest generation (K innaird et al. 1996). Protection of keystone fruit resources and other important fruiting species could be important to
help promote forest regrowth and recovery after logging (H amann and Curio
1999; H olbrook et al. 2002).

Nectarivores and Pollination
An important component of the avifauna of Papua consists of nectarivorous birds,
particularly the large radiations of honeyeaters (Meliphagidae: 55 spp.) and lories
(L oriinae: 19 spp.). Based on what is known from other tropical forests and the
large number of ornithophilous fl owers in Papuan forests, it is safe to assume
nectarivorous birds play a crucial, but not well understood, role. In one of the few
studies of nectar feeding birds in PNG, roughly 20% of the fl owering trees in a
plot were visited by nectar feeding birds (Brown and H opkins 1996) and 13% of
the bird species at the site fed upon nectar (Brown and H opkins 1995). The proportion of rainforest trees that are visited by nectarivorous birds and are probably
pollinated by them is higher in New Guinea than in most tropical forests. This
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difference is probably due to the taxonomic affinities of nectarivores in different
regions. In Papua, most nectarivorous birds are honeyeaters and lories that feed
mostly on canopy trees, whereas in L atin America, most are hummingbirds that
feed mostly on herbs, vines, and epiphytes (Brown and H opkins 1995).
This difference in the ecology of New Guinea forests and neotropical forests is
quickly apparent to anyone who has visited both. The large number of nectarivorous birds that congregate in fl owering trees in New Guinea are a diverse mixture
of many genera with dramatically different morphologies, from tiny myz omelids
to large lories. In the cases of neotropical ornithophilous trees, most avian visitors
are small hummingbirds and other small passerines (e.g., C h lorospiz a, D ac n is). In
New Guinea competition may be reduced by honeyeater species using different
strategies within the same tree (Collins and Paton 1989) and by the birds’ different
morphologies (Paton and Collins 1989). But, as evinced by the fighting and displacements by different species in such aggregations, competition is strong. Indeed, two M y z om e la species that have only recently (300 years) come into contact
exhibit evidence of character displacement, probably as a result of competition
for nectar resources (D iamond et al. 1989). Competition by birds affects pollen
movement, seed set, and outcrossing (Ramsey 1988, 1989), but is unexamined in
New Guinea where it could have important implications for economically important tree species (Brown and H opkins 1995).
In New Guinea there is little evidence of fairly tight mutualisms between any
plant and a bird species or genus (Brown and H opkins 1995). Most New Guinea
nectarivores probably feed upon a diversity of plant taxa and fl ower types, which
is more typical of plant-pollinator systems (W aser et al. 1996). H owever, this does
not imply birds are not important as pollinators, and it will be important to conserve the full suite of nectarivores in a rainforest in order to ensure plant reproduction continues successfully (Bawa and K rugman 1991; Bond 1994; K earns et
al. 1998). It is difficult to assess the importance of birds as pollinators because
virtually no studies have examined birds and pollination in the region. W e are
unaware of any study in the New Guinea region that explicitly quantifies how seed
sets are affected by avian pollinators.
Nectar-feeding birds can become abundant locally when key plants are in
fl ower, then emigrate when fl owering terminates (McGoldrick and MacNally
1998). The scale of local movements of such birds tracking resource availability in
New Guinea is unknown, but eruptions of nomadic or migratory nectarivorous
birds seem timed with large fl ower crops that were often asynchronous with less
copiously-fl owering species (Bell 1982a; Brown and H opkins 1996). Given the
right circumstances of nectar production and density of fl owers, nectar resources
can be temporarily defended by aggressive nectarivores (Beehler 1994), as sometimes also happens with fruit resources (Pratt 1984). D etailed long-term studies of
bird populations, coupled with phenological studies, are needed to elucidate what
appears to be complex patterns of movements by nectar-feeding birds, particularly
lorikeets.
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Insectivores
The large number of insectivorous species at any one site would lead one to suspect competition could be intense. H owever, insects and the places they occur are
extremely diverse and thus provide many distinct foraging niches that different
species of insect feeding birds could specializ e upon. In New Guinea this seems to
be the case, with species sorting by siz e, substrate, and vertical distribution (Bell
1982c, 1983a; Croxall 1977). Birds have a variety of hunting styles, from aerial
hawking species (e.g., swifts), to ground-dwelling species that search the forest
litter for insects (e.g., Pittas).
Just as frugivores and nectarivores provide economically valuable ecosystem
services as seed dispersers and pollinators, insectivorous birds provide a vital service in control of insect pests. Birds can play a role in pest management of simple
temperate agricultural systems (Mols and V isser 2002; Tremblay et al. 2001). More
recently there has been evidence that insectivorous birds are important for regulating insect pests in tropical agroforestry, cacao, and coffee plantations (Perfecto et
al. 2004, Philpott et al. 2004). H owever, only recently has evidence emerged that
birds can be important in reducing insect pests in tropical forests (van Bael et al.
2003; van Bael and Brawn 2005). Although data from New Guinea are not available, given the great density and diversity of insectivorous birds in the region
(Table 3.9.2) and at specific sites (Bell 1982b; Mack and W right 1996), insectivorous birds are probably economically important in Papua for the role they play
controlling insect pests in agricultural and agroforestry systems.

    ( )
The study of avian behavior in the New Guinea region is dominated by studies of
the birds of paradise. This short chapter cannot cover the detailed studies of birds
of paradise by B. Beehler, C. F rith, D . F rith, T. Gilliard, M. L eCroy, J. D iamond,
T. Pratt, M. Pruett-Jones, and S. Pruett-Jones, but all the work is comprehensively
summariz ed and synthesiz ed in F rith and Beehler (1998). The birds of paradise
have been the focus of so much study because they are models for studies of strong
sexual selection (D iamond 1981), hybridiz ation (F uller 1995), courtship and lek
display behaviors (Beehler 1988; F rith and F rith 1988; Pruett-Jones and PruettJones 1988), sexual dimorphism and extravagant male plumages (F rith 1981),
frugivory (Beehler 1989), and polygamy (Beehler 1987). There is much traditional
lore about the birds (H ealey 1993) and local people use their feathers as adornment (Swadling 1995).
W ithin the birds of paradise there is great diversity. Taxa range from primarily
monogamous (e.g., M an uc odia spp.) to promiscuous polygamous species (e.g.,
Paradisae a spp.). There are highly frugivorous taxa (e.g., Paradisae a spp.) and
others that are nearly wholly insectivorous (e.g., D re pan orn is alb e rtisi). A few are
territorial while most do not appear to defend territories. Males may display as
isolated individuals, or in collective display areas called leks, in which many males
display within close proximity with interactive dances and vocal behavior. The
stronger the sexual selection in a species (i.e., females selecting a small proportion
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of the males for the majority of copulations), the stronger the selection for specializ ed plumage, dances, and vocaliz ations (Christidis and Schodde 1993; D iamond
1981; E mlen and Oring 1977). This selection appears to have led to a fairly rapid
evolution of diverse morphologies, but with relatively little genetic divergence.
Thus the phylogenetic branches between quite different-looking taxa are short and
poorly resolved (Nunn and Cracraft 1996), suggesting that some taxa have evolved
more rapidly in morphological and behavioral characters than in other characters.
The large number of recorded hybrids (F rith and Beehler 1998; F uller 1995), even
among different genera of birds of paradise (e.g., F rith and F rith 1996), supports
this conclusion.

 ()
The second avian family that has received great attention from ornithologists (e.g.,
G. Borgia, J. D iamond, C. F rith, D . F rith, T. Gilliard, M. Pruett-Jones, and
S. Pruett-Jones) is the bowerbird family (Ptilonorhynchidae), much of which has
been incorporated in an excellent review of the family (F rith and F rith 2004). The
bowerbirds are exceptional because in many species the males construct structures
that act as attractions, display arenas, and courting grounds. These ‘‘bowers’’ can
be anything from a cleared area with a few leaves placed for decoration, up to
massive structures of twigs, decorated with hundreds of colorful items like fruit or
fl owers, that take months to construct.
One of the notable things about the bowerbirds is how they use ornaments
around their bower as attractants to females. Often these ornaments are hard-tofind, colorful items that are replaced often as they fade or spoil (e.g., fl ower petals
and colored fruits). Males spend considerable effort collecting these articles and
defending their decorations from marauding male conspecifics, so the degree of
decoration can act as a measure of male quality to a potential female mate (D iamond 1982a; D iamond 1986; H unter and D wyer 1997).

 
Most tropical passerine birds lay only two eggs at a time, but might have several
nesting attempts in a year if the first is unsuccessful. Rates of nest predation are
typically high in rainforests and rainforest birds may re-nest several times before
successfully fl edging. The nidification (i.e., nest building) of many Papuan bird
species has not been described (Coates 1985, 1990), and there are very few detailed
studies of nesting biology and nest success (e.g., F rith and F rith 1993, 1994).
A little appreciated ecological role of some birds in Papua is that some, most
notably Psittacids, excavate and enlarge cavities in trees. Because there are no
woodpeckers in the region’s rainforests, the wide diversity of species that occupy
nest holes (from rats to arboreal marsupials to hornbills) might rely on the relatively few avian species that actively excavate cavities. F or many species, suitable
cavity nest sites could be a major limiting factor to populations (Gibbs et al. 1993).
One consequence of logging operations can be the removal of large trees that have
cavities. The hunting practice of chopping down trees with cavities in them to
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extract prey also reduces availability of snags and nesting cavities. Reduction of
snag and cavity availability through these activities could have serious deleterious
effects on hole-nesting species of birds, especially parrots (Monterrubio et al. 2002;
Seixas and Mourao 2002), and mammals (L aurance and L aurance 1996). These
effects have not yet been assessed in New Guinea.
U ndoubtedly the New Guinea birds with the most fascinating nesting biology
are the megapodes. This family of birds is unique in that all species use some form
of environmental heat to incubate their eggs— neither the male or female broods
the eggs, which makes them similar to the putative ancestor to modern birds.
Much of what is known about megapodes has been summariz ed by Jones et al.
(1995), although there has been some more recent work in the New Guinea area
since the book was published (Sinclair 2000, 2001; Sinclair et al. 2002). Some
species use their large, strong feet to scrape together large mounds of forest leaf
litter, which generates heat in the center as it decomposes. The eggs are laid in the
heart of these large mounds, covered, and allowed to incubate. In other species,
the female lays her eggs in earth heated by geothermal sources or, in some instances, in solar-heated sand. In all cases, the young hatch, dig their way to the
surface, and then are completely self sufficient. Some young can fl y within 24
hours of emerging from their subterranean nest site, making them the most precocial birds in the world, with absolutely no post-hatching parental care.
Because the chick develops completely without parental care, the female invests
a great deal in egg yolk. Megapode eggs are the most nutritious eggs laid by birds.
This, combined with the conspicuous and specializ ed places where they lay their
eggs, means that human hunters highly priz e megapode eggs. They are a nutritious
delicacy for people across New Guinea, so megapodes are under heavy pressure
from people wherever they live near humans. Indeed the Maleo, a megapode species from Sulawesi, is highly endangered from over-exploitation (Baker and Butchart 2000; Butchart and Baker 2000). Megapodes were once much more numerous
and diverse across the Pacific region, but human hunters and possibly rats helped
wipe them out in many places, and many species have already gone extinct (Steadman 1991; Steadman et al. 1999, 2002). W ithout proper management, many other
megapode species could follow the Maleo to extinction. The W aigeo Brush Turkey
(A e py podius b ruijn ii), a megapode endemic to upland W aigeo Island, Papua, is
one of the most highly endangered species in the region.

-   
Around the world many birds form mixed species fl ocks (F icken 2000; RagusaNetto 2002; Styring and Ickes 2001; Thiollay 1999, 2002; V uilleumier 1967) and
the birds of New Guinea are no different. F locks can be aggregations at locally rich
resources, as is common with nectar- and fruit-eating species. At the dense fruit or
nectar resource many species can compete through exploitative and interference
competition (Terborgh and D iamond 1970). W here resources become sufficiently
abundant, it is possible that normally nonterritorial species temporarily defend
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resources sufficiently rich to justify defense (Pratt 1984). H ow long such nectarivores and frugivores remain at the resource helps determine rates of pollen fl ow
and seed dispersal (Pratt and Stiles 1983).
But of perhaps greater interest are the groups of primarily insectivorous species
that seem to move in loose parties through the forest but that employ different
strategies to find insects. Some search foliage, some examine limbs and trunks,
while others sally and grab fl ying insects (Bell 1983b). W hether joining fl ocks
improves survivorship is difficult to tell, because many variables must be controlled, but at least in some cases survivorship for neotropical fl ocking species is
higher than for non-fl ocking species (Jullien and Clobert 2000). H igher survivorship could be due to greater vigilance and predator avoidance (Thiollay 1999), or
that foraging birds act as ‘‘beaters,’’ fl ushing insects that other individuals capture,
thereby conferring a foraging advantage to insectivores that travel in groups rather
than solo.

S yste m atics
Avian systematics is experiencing a revolution as a result of recent advances in
molecular biology. Although there are still relatively few studies that focus exclusively on Papuan birds, many studied avian groups have important centers of
diversity in Indonesia and Australia. Study of these groups should help clarify our
understanding of the evolution of avian diversity across the region.
Among the most recent and important are two studies that examine the systematics of the Passeriform radiation (songbirds, or perching birds; Barker et al. 2002,
2004). Their work shows that the basal Oscine lineages appear to have evolved in
Australasia, and that many of the most basal groups (Menuridae, Ptilonorhynchidae, Climacteridae, Meliphagoideae) have centers of diversity in Australasia, often
centering on or near New Guinea. Twelve species of berrypecker, placed in two
families, Melanocharitidae and Paramythiidae (Sibley and Monroe 1990), are the
only widely recogniz ed bird families endemic to New Guinea, although some other
Papuan radiations may soon be recogniz ed as families (e.g., Cnemophilinae, se n su
Barker et al. 2004).
The number of species recogniz ed in Papua is liable to change substantially
when modern phylogenetic analyses are undertaken. This is only in part the result
of the much narrower species definition that is replacing the broader polytypical
concept that dominated in the 1960s and 1970s. F or example, within two New
Guinean genera (A e g oth e le s and Pitoh ui) that have been studied using modern
phylogenetic techniques, three to four new species have been revealed (D umbacher and F leischer 2001; D umbacher et al. 2003; Pratt 2000). Many more groups
currently viewed as species will likely be found to be composed of genetically welldifferentiated taxa that have been unrecogniz ed because they are morphologically
similar or poorly represented in systematic collections. Additional species, particularly pelagic species, might be expected to occur in Papua, but have not yet been
recorded.
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There are probably relatively few new species remaining to be discovered in
Papua, but scientists are likely to name new species of birds based on examination
of specimens. Collection of additional specimens or closer examination of existing
specimens is likely to reveal differences that have not been appreciated. A recent
example is the Starry Owlet-nightjar (A e g oth e le s tate i), that has been elevated to
species, based on a study of several definitive morphological characters that revealed significant differences. Several other groups probably need revision (e.g.,
C h ae torh y n c h us, Petroicidae, M e lam pitta, Pachycephalidae, and Ptilorrh oa).

R e se arch N e e d s
F ield research has declined in Papua since the 1960s. Its avifauna is one of the
least-studied in the world partly because of the inaccessibility of much of the
region, but also because of the shortage of experienced ornithologists adequately
familiar with the avifauna (Beehler et al. 1995). W hat recent knowledge we have
of the Papuan birds comes mostly from research in the PNG side of the island.
Some survey work is still being completed in PNG, but surveys in PNG are poor
substitutes for elucidating the distribution of birds in Papua. V ery few formal
surveys have been published from Papua in the past twenty years (D iamond
1982b; Mack and Alonso 2000; Richards and Suryadi 2002) and only a handful of
informal accounts from short visits by ornithologists and birdwatchers have appeared (e.g., E astwood 1996; Gibbs 1994; Melville 1979, 1980). A large amount of
information was collected when planning protected areas in Papua (Petocz et al.
1983; J. D iamond, unpub. data), but these were mostly short surveys in areas
proposed as protected areas. Thus, despite some recent fieldwork, there is still
considerable room for improvement in the state of the overall knowledge of avian
distributions in Papua. Better knowledge of distributions of birds (as well as other
taxa) is needed to guide land use planning and conservation actions (e.g., Benayas
and de la Montana 2003). W ithout a fundamental knowledge of the distribution
of biodiversity in Papua, site-based conservation interventions can be little more
than best guesses (Supriatna 1999).
The second major deficiency in knowledge that will hamper conservation and
management needs comes from ignorance of basic natural history and ecology.
F or management of hunting offtake (e.g., megapode egg harvesting), it is necessary
to know basic natural history— population density, home range siz e, longevity,
age of first reproduction, and annual reproductive output (Alvard et al. 1997;
Novaro et al. 2000; Robinson et al. 1999; Sanderson et al. 2002). Traditional use
of cassowaries is probably not sustainable in many areas, but we lack the basic
natural history data to conduct population viability analyses and to make informed management decisions (Johnson et al. 2004). Basic ecological knowledge
is required in order to manage ecosystems, both in protected areas and in other
land use z ones, in order to minimiz e impact (Brussard 1991).
The third area in which research would be beneficial is the realm of pure science. Many important scientific innovations are derived from studies of birds in
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New Guinea (D iamond 1973; D iamond et al. 1989; Mayr 1963; Mayr and D iamond 1976; W allace 1869). Because New Guinea has a unique biota with an evolutionary history independent of most of the rest of the world, it offers a special
opportunity both to test ideas that are derived from other areas without merely
being pseudoreplication (H urlbert 1984) and to generate novel ideas that can be
applied to other parts of the world (W estoby 1988). Better knowledge of avian
distributions can help elucidate the complex evolutionary history and biogeography of the region (H eads 2001a,b, 2002). W e do not have good basic distributional
data for any widespread group of organisms in New Guinea except the birds, so
improved knowledge of avian distributions provides the best hope for generating
novel findings in the fields of biogeography and evolutionary biology.

C onse rv ation
Papua is home to a substantial number of endemic species that are primarily
confined to small islands (e.g., A e py podius b ruijn ii, M e g apodius w allac e i, E os c y an og e n ia, C e n tropus c h aly b e us, M y iag ra atra, M on arc h a julian ae ) or, in some cases, to
small areas on the mainland, particularly certain montane species (e.g., A n uroph asis m on orth on y x , S e ric orn is rufe sc e n s, Pe troic a arc h b oldi, L on c h ura te e rin k i). Many
of these endemics are included among the 129 species from the New Guinea region listed by the IU CN and BirdL ife International at some level of conservation
concern, and 74.4% of the listed species are endemic to the New Guinea region
(Appendix 8.2). Papua still has a relatively small human population and large
areas of intact forest, but conservation of this province is threatened by Indonesia’s
rapid human population growth and increasing exploitation of natural resources.
Conservation threats to birds in Papua can be classified in five general categories,
each of which we discuss below.

         
The people of Papua have developed hundreds of distinct cultures, each with its
own traditions, myths, and uses of wildlife, in which birds play a central role.
Traditional adornment for ceremonies, weddings, and rituals often includes bird
plumage, sometimes in large quantities (H ealey 1986; H eaney 1982). The group
most used for traditional adornment, the birds of paradise, was also at one time
very heavily exploited for the millinery trade overseas. At the peak of the trade,
export of bird of paradise plumes was measured in tons of feathers per year, yet
no species went extinct (Swadling 1995). This is because only fully-plumaged
males were taken and subadult males could reproduce in their absence, and because the most desired species (Paradisae a spp.) are typically widespread from the
lowlands to middle elevations. Traditional plume usage is liable to have an impact
on species that are strongly and widely desired (e.g., H arpy opsis n ov ae g uin e ae ,
Psittric h as fulg idus, E pim ac h us fastuosus; Mack and W right 1998; W atson and
Asoyama 2001) or which might be less desired, but have restricted ranges or populations (e.g., C ic in n urus re spub lic a).
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Although larger mammals are particularly targeted by subsistence hunting,
many bird species also face serious pressure from hunting (Mack and W est 2005).
Because the human population is growing rapidly in Papua and there is little
domestic livestock or access to commercially produced meat, wildlife faces inordinate pressure from subsistence hunting. In most of rural and montane New
Guinea the majority of people obtain a significant portion of their dietary protein
from wild game (see D wyer 1974, 1982, 1983; Morren 1986). Much of this comes
from birds. There are very few data on consumption of small birds, which are
often consumed before researchers can register the event. This kind of hunting
seems to have a significant effect on small bird populations around many human
population centers (Mack, pers. obs.) but is unlikely to threaten small bird species
that are fairly widespread.
The birds most threatened directly by subsistence hunting and egg-taking are
cassowaries (3 spp.), Goura pigeons (3 spp.) and other large terrestrial pigeons,
hornbills (1 sp.), megapodes (9 spp.), and waterfowl (at least 1 sp.). L arger
ground-nesting birds such as terns, waterfowl, and shorebirds probably suffer high
nest predation wherever they nest near human population centers. Many of the
larger birds are reasonably secure from traditional hunting with bow and arrow
but they are vulnerable to shotguns and, in the case of cassowaries, snares. Thus
technological innovations like shotguns and wire can have serious impacts when
introduced.
Megapodes are particularly vulnerable to depletion. Megapodes produce large
and highly nutritious eggs and lay them in conspicuous mounds of rotting vegetation or in geothermally heated rookeries well known to local hunters. Such highly
concentrated, easily located, and nutritious eggs are heavily exploited across the
region. H owever, megapode eggs can be sustainably harvested with proper scientifically based management. Not coincidentally, one of the rarest birds in Papua is
a megapode, A e py podius b ruijn ii. This species is close to extinction, almost certainly due to past harvest practices that were unsustainable. It is reasonable to
expect that other species and populations of megapodes will face the same fate if
management practices do not begin soon.

    
Agricultural conversion includes both large-scale industrial production and smallscale subsistence. L arge areas of Papua have already been cleared for industrial
agriculture or are planned to be cleared for plantations (Supriatna 1999). In the
lowlands, conversion is primarily for oil palm plantations. Oil palm plantations
are essentially sterile in terms of biodiversity, and they also pollute freshwater
systems. Because they are monocultures, they have little biological or structural
variability and thus make a poor substrate for bird populations. Sometimes some
predatory birds, especially owls, do well in oil palm plantations due to the large
numbers of rats supported by the palm nuts, but overall, oil palm plantations do
not support substantial diversity.
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L arge-scale logging presents a major threat to many birds in Papua. Impacts derive
from the direct effects of cutting and extracting timber, and indirect effects such
as elevated hunting and introduction of pests. The magnitude of direct effects will
vary according to the intensity of the extraction and the practices used. At the
most damaging extreme is clear-felling, in which the majority of trees are removed
(e.g., for pulp wood). This type of logging is presently rare in Papua, but projections of future demand from Asia, particularly China, suggest the demand for New
Guinea pulp could increase.
At the other end of the spectrum is small-scale, environmentally friendly selective logging. Many conservationists are developing practices for reduced impact
forestry and at the same time developing markets for certified lower-impact timber. There is still a great deal to learn about how to minimiz e the impact of
logging, and we need data on the effects of different forestry practices. Nonetheless, some information is available, particularly from tropical forests in other parts
of the world.
Many bird species depend on hollow trees and snags for roosting and nesting
sites (Gibbs et al. 1993). L ogging practices that reduce damage to roost trees can
help maintain populations of parrots and other cavity-nesting organisms in Australia (Brigham et al. 1998; Gibbons and L indenmayer 2002). The impacts of moderate levels of timber removal on Papuan birds are difficult to measure, partly due
to the inherent problems associated with censusing birds in rainforests (D riscoll
1984). H owever evidence suggest that while some bird species increase in regrowth
and others decrease after logging, large tracts of second growth have depauperate
avifaunas (D riscoll 1984).
Because many birds of the New Guinea rainforests depend on either nectar or
fruit as dietary staples, logging practices that reduce nectar- and fruit-bearing trees
can have substantial effects on a large number of bird species. This impact will be
more dramatic if keystone fruit or nectar resources are removed (van Schaik et al.
1993). K eystone resources are loosely defined as resources upon which a disproportionate number of species are strongly dependent, and whose removal would
have large, cascading effects on the ecosystem (Paine 1995; Simberloff 1998). F or
example, figs or other fruits that are available during times of low overall fruit
availability act as keystone resources (K innaird et al. 1999; Patel 1997; Peres 2000;
Shanahan et al. 2001). L ow impact logging should be designed to protect keystone
resources so that key fruit and nectar resources are sufficient to maintain bird
populations. Although data are sparse from Papua, it appears that keystone fruit
resources would at least include some species of F ic us, E lm e rrillia, and C aloph y llum , but it is extremely difficult to clearly identify keystone fruit resources in
New Guinea as some are important in different years or different seasons (W right
2005).
Regeneration after logging can be enhanced if bird populations are robust and
able to maintain natural patterns of seed dispersal. Birds and other frugivores
move seeds into disturbed areas and thus enhance forest regeneration (Gorchov
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et al. 1993; H olbrook et al. 2002; W underle 1997). Thus birds and other seed
dispersing animals can assist revegetation of logged areas through natural processes that would be costly for humans to undertake. In the mountainous terrain
of Papua, seed dispersing frugivores like cassowaries are essential in order to move
seeds uphill. In the absence of dispersers, many plant populations will shift downhill over time merely by the agency of gravity moving seeds of each successive
generation downhill (Mack et al. 1999).

  
F ew data exist on the numbers of birds exported from Papua for the live bird
trade, but what information there is suggests a considerable trade in live birds
from Papua into the markets of Southeast Asia (Nash 1992, 1994; Rumbiak 1984).
The international live animal trade is a contributing factor in the conservation
status of hundreds of threatened and endangered species on the IU CN Red L ist
(IU CN 2002). L arge numbers of birds in Southeast Asia move through the major
bird markets of Jakarta, Singapore, and H ong K ong. F or some, particularly parrots
and lories, the live pet trade might present a significant threat. Closer monitoring
of the markets and exportations from Papua is needed.

   
New Guinea is fortunately free of many of the catastrophic introductions that have
devastated many bird populations around the world. Introduced birds brought
avian malarias to H awaii that helped bring about the extinction of many native
bird species (W arner 1968). On Guam, the inadvertent introduction of the Brown
Tree Snake (Boig a irre g ularis) from the New Guinea region has caused the extinction of several endemic species (F ritts and Rodda 1998; Rodda et al. 1997).
Throughout the Pacific, the introduction of the Polynesian rat to remote islands
has caused a massive pulse of avian extinctions (K irch et al. 1992; Owens and
Bennett 2000). On V anuatu, the introduced fire ant W asm an n ia is wiping out
birds that have altricial nestlings. These are just a few examples; many conservationists see the transportation and introduction of invasive exotic species as one
of the biggest global threats to biodiversity. Although it may be possible to correct
many environmental wrongs through rehabilitation, reintroduction, or restoration, it is almost impossible to eradicate an invasive species once it becomes established.
There are few data for New Guinea on introduced and invasive species. Invasive
plants and fungi of significant economic impact have received some attention. But
the roles of introduced R attus, cats, and other species likely to impact birds have
received little attention. The numbers of invasive species that directly impact birds
are probably lower than some areas, such as New Z ealand or Australia, where
many birds are threatened by stoats, cats, rats, and other predators. But conservationists, policy makers, and enforcement agencies should not be complacent. The
figures for New Guinea are low, not because it is harder for invasive species to
establish in New Guinea, but because there has been less economic activity and
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commerce of the sort that brings invasive species. As commerce increases in Papua
and there is more exchange with the outside world, more exotic species will land
in Papua. Strict customs and quarantine regulations coupled with effective enforcement are needed.
In Papua there is currently deep concern over the introduction of macaques, in
the Jayapura area (Chapter 7.7). This species has had devastating effects on the
native fauna and fl ora of other islands to which it has been introduced (e.g., the
Mascarene Islands). The monkeys compete with other animals by consuming
fruits and other resources and directly prey upon some animals, particularly nesting birds. Because New Guinea does not have any native placental predatory mammals, release of species such as cats or monkeys would pose a significant threat to
the birds of Papua.
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